Celebrate 50 Years For Less Than A Fiver In
South Africa
Celebrate Ghost Mountain Inn’s 50th birthday by staying with them for less than £5!
Ideal for that impromptu taste of Zululand hospitality!
Ghost Mountain Inn is an intimate, stylish, family-run hotel, nestled in the shadow of the
legendary Ghost Mountain in Mkuze, northern KwaZulu-Natal in South Africa. The
Rutherfoord family, who have built, owned and run the hotel for 50 years, ensure every
guest gets that warm, fuzzy, “home from home” feeling which makes guests instantly relax
and want to soak up the scenery, the sunshine, the fresh air and the sound of birdsong
within the Inn’s glorious indigenous gardens. It’s the kind of place you arrive at and instantly
wish you’d booked to stay longer!
In celebration of their 50 year anniversary, Ghost Mountain Inn is offering some crazy,
special last-minute offers during June and July! In fact, if you sign up for their newsletter
they will randomly send out notifications of their impromptu 48 hour sales, in which they
sell their rooms online for R50 per person sharing – that’s less than £5!
Ghost Mountain is an ideal location from which to explore the array of wildlife and coastal
reserves in the area including nearby Mkhuze with its renowned fig forest and bird list or
slightly further afield, the famous Hluhluwe-Imfolozi and birding hotspot Ndumo. Nature
enthusiasts will appreciate the abundance of wildlife and the scenic splendours of this rich
and diverse region during game drives, guided walks and boat cruises in the company of
knowledgeable rangers. Back at the hotel, the spa offers a range of skin and body
treatments and healthy lunches in a tranquil environment.

Terms and conditions:
Only one room per person can be booked at R50 and it must be pre-paid.
Bookings cannot be cancelled or amended. The person booking the room must be the same
person staying.
Additional room nights, should they be required, may be booked at best available rates.
Rates start from R605 per person sharing in a standard double including breakfast.
Ghost Mountain Inn is a member of the Zulu Route which is full of ideas on how to combine
a stay at this property with other hotels and safari lodges in KwaZulu-Natal for the perfect
holiday.

